Paper Roll Clamp

Designed for paper roll handling or stacking operation in industries such as mills, warehouses, printers, newspaper publishers and converters.
Carton clamp can handle and stack various goods palletless, for those packed in cartons securely and efficiently. It is widely used in tobacco industry and household appliances industry, etc.
Bale clamp efficiently and economically handle nearly any type of baled products including cotton, wool, synthetic, textile bales, corrugated, newsprint, rag, hay, metal and other scrap bales. High efficiency and economy to handle in without work platform condition.
Block clamp can efficiently handle and stack nearly any type of solid, regular cubic goods under normal temperature without pallet. Widely used in construction material, metallurgy industries for handling concrete blocks, cement bricks, carbon cubes, etc. The high structural strength and durability can ensure safe, productive application and long service life.
Drum clamp can handle one, two or four drums during transportation, ensure the safe and reliable clamping and improve the handling efficiency. Widely used in the bottled cargo stacking operations, such as oil, petrochemical and food industries, etc.
Foam clamp can efficiently and safely handle and stack any type of foam products including rubber, chemical industry and chemical fiber, etc.
Fork Clamp

Fork clamp is generally used in handling palletised goods as well as for clamping purpose. It can be turned into different and special clamp by applying slip-on arms in different version of purpose.
The hinged broke handler is able to enlarge the upward and downward tilt angle of fork carriage (upward 10°-15°, downward 45°), and the arms will hold the goods to avoid damages in transit. Moreover, the hinged broke handler used with containers, such as bucket, will dump the bulk cargo from the bucket efficiently and safely. It is widely used in recycling, and waste management, greatly improve the flexibility of loading and unloading of the forklift.
Realizing both forward and backward tipping through hydraulic cylinder, this bucket is suitable for loading or unloading loose materials, such as sand, coal, grains, concrete, and etc.
Load Stabilizer

Mainly used in stabilization of goods on pallet to avoid them slip down to break during operation. Particularly used in fragile or one with higher height and poor stability products handling and stacking, e.g. food and beverage industry, import and export trade, and etc.
Multi-purpose clamp can efficiently and economically handle any type of paper carton, wooden box, carton, metal carton and baled products palletless, including tobacco, newsprint, chemical fiber, and etc.
Pusher and Push-Pull are designed for palletless packed goods handling operations. With the aid of slipsheet which replaces pallet, high productivity with easy maintenance and lower running cost are gained.
Rotator

360° rotating endless, for container turning or emptying operations in industries such as food, chemical, sanitation, recycle, smelting, casting and etc. Standard forks with normal widths can be fixed by means of square stops that are bolted onto the lower bar of carriage to protect the safe operation.
Sideshifting fork positioner is widely used in logistic, warehouse and manufacturing industry, and etc. It’s used for adjusting forks without leaving the seat.
Sideshifter is the most common attachment installed on forklift truck, of which is available for sideshifting in both directions, greatly improves the flexibility and efficiency of the forklift truck operation. It is suitable for various occasions using forklift truck for material handling and stacking.
Flexible application of single or double pallets handling. Be widely used for handling and stacking operations in food and beverage industry, import and export trade and bulking goods industry. Particularly apply to handle and stack palletized goods in container truck.
Sideshifting fork positioner is widely used in logistic, warehouse and manufacturing industry, and etc. It’s used for adjusting forks without leaving the seat.
Steel Pipe Clamp

Steel pipe clamp can efficiently handle and stack hard, cylindrical objects under normal temperature without pallet. Widely used in construction, logistics industries for handling the steel pipe etc. The functions of tipping and withhold can greatly improve the flexibility of the forklift and handling efficiency.
Tipping fork can increase the fork carriage leaning and sloping angle, realized tilt up 25°, tilt down 45°. Used in conjunction with bucket, can efficiently tip over the goods in the container, extensively use on goods recycle, fertilizer, sediment, plastic grain, etc. Greatly improve the flexibility of the forklift and handling efficiency.
Tyre Changer is applied to the occasions that the big-size tyre to be transported, mounted and dismounted with functions given below. Sideshifting function ensures to clamp tyre from the side of passageway with forklift unmoved. 360° rotating angle ensures the tyre to be clamped from any direction. 180° tipping angle makes sure the tyre to be smoothly tipped, mounted and dismounted. All above makes forklift working environmentally flexible and effective.
Tyre Clamp

Widely used in palletless handling and stacking of tyres, it is featured with high safety and efficiency, room saving and lowered working strength.
Tobacco carton clamp can handle and stack various kinds goods, especially redrying tobacco cartons, packed in cartons, securely and efficiently palletless. Measurements of clamp arms can be changed as requested in different working conditions. Furthermore, special working clamp upon customer's requests in cigarettes factory is also available.
Tri-lateral head unit is an unique attachment that can put the forks on either front, left or right side while loading. It is between the forks and fork carriage, swing 180 degree and side shifting via 2 units of hydraulic circuit. It can reach the goods from the side without turning around, realizing reload and stack goods in the narrow aisle.